Team Officials’ Meeting
Thursday, 26 September 2019

Team Officials’ Meeting
Thursday, 26 September 2019
1. Welcome
2. Presentation of the organising persons present at TOM
3. Distributed material
4. General information about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
5. Specific information for the races
6. Questions and answers

1. Welcome
25 countries, 239 athletes and 39 coaches have registered

2. Organising Committee:
Event Director:

Matthias Niggli

Technical Director:

Urs Hofer

Senior Event Adviser:

Jerzy Antonowicz (POL)

National Controllers:

Ulu Aeschlimann, Jost Hammer

Jury
Áron Less (HUN)
Michael Eglin (SUI)
Flemming Jörgensen (DEN), to be confirmed at the meeting

3. Distributed material
Startlists, SIAC (elastic band may be shortened), knock-out sprint schedule

4. General informations about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
▪ All entries for knock-out sprint and sprint have to be done by you through
Eventor, we will not check if all your places are used.
▪ The SIAC is tested, but there will be a battery check at each quarantine. So it’s
your responsibility to check before the race if the SIAC is working properly.
▪ Safety-pins will be distributed in the quarantine on Friday. Please re-use them.
▪ If necessary, team officials will get a map to navigate from the quarantine to
the arena (middle distance and knock-out sprint qualification).
Please note that once leaving a quarantine nobody is allowed to go back in.

4. General informations about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
▪ Respect out-of-bound areas marked on the map.
▪ Those marked with a line on the map, are marked with red-white tape in the
terrain. It’s the same for all competitions).
▪ You have to bring the map to the finish in all competitions.
▪ Course layout: Some connections between 2 controls
goes straight over an other control, so be careful and
use the control numbers to follow the right order.

4. General informations about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
▪ GPS watches are ALLOWED in all races. Runners are responible that there is no
transmissions of routes to the internet before 12:00 at middle distance!
▪ Maps are in the same quality as the training maps, sealed in plastic bags
▪ Artifical barriers

▪ Crossings of a main road

4. General informations about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
▪ It is allowed to use the supermarket «COOP» opposite of the train station in
Laufen. Parking is behind the building, access is only possible from south.

▪ Food in the big tent in Laufen on Friday and Saturday is available from 17-20.
Vegetarian food available. It’s an offer from us, you did not pay for that.

4. General informations about the EGK OL-Weltcup 2019
▪ Weather

5. Specific information Middle distance
After-finish quarantine: Runners arriving at the finish before 12:00 must stay in

the team- and the cool-down zone in the finish. Even team officials may not
leave the team zone until 12:00. After 12:00 the after-finish quarantine is lifted.
Fields and meadows: It’s clear on the map if you are allowed to run on the edge

of a field/meadow or not.

Flower Ceremony: 15:47 for athletes ranked 1-3 please be ready, we are on live
TV!
Prize giving ceremony: 19:30 for athletes ranked 1-6

Course-setters: Stefan Lombriser and Kaspar Hägler

5. Specific information Knock-out Sprint
Start lists: Will be published on Eventor on Friday evening. As the entry deadline is
at 17:30, it could take some time.
Heat allocation: heat pick by competitors for quarterfinal, according to the knock-

out sprint format description of the IOF.
Qualifcation: In the qualification, a part of the
control description is overprinted with the map.
So use the separate control description which
you get at the pre-start.

5. Specific information Knock-out Sprint
Arena passage: There will be an arena passage during the final. When passing the
arena, take the left corridor and continue through the start corridor. The start
corridor and the arena passage corridor leave the arena the same way to the same
starting point.

Flower Ceremony: 16:37 for women ranked 1-3, 16:55 for men ranked 1-3
Prize giving ceremony: 19:30 for athletes ranked 1-6
Course-setters: Rahel Rüedlinger and Kilian Imhof

5. Specific information Sprint
Start lists: Will be published on Eventor on Saturday evening. As the entry deadline is

at 17:30, it could take some time.
Start intervall: 30 seconds in B-Final, 1’30 seconds in A-Final
Athletes’ presentation: Selected runners will get a note with all necessary
information and a time schedule at check-in at the quarantine. We would be very
happy if the selected runners would take part.

Maps: Are not rolled, but will be placed on a table with the first part of the course
facing down.

5. Specific information Sprint
Arena passage: Passing the arena, take the left corridor and continue through the

start corridor. Use the right corridor for the start point of the first loop and the left
corridor for the start point after the arena passage.
Flower Ceremony: 15:25 for athletes ranked 1-3 please be ready, we are on live TV!
Prize giving ceremony: 15:50 for athletes ranked 1-6

Course-setters: Fabian Hertner and Sebastian Hägler

Question and answers
The distance quarantine-prestart at the ko-qualification is 500m
Knock-out sprint
The runners will get new numbers for the quarterfinal
Maps are marked according to the bulletin
There is place for massage tables in the finish areas, but not always with shelter

Deadline for competition entries:
Knock-out Sprint: Friday, 17:30
Sprint: Saturday, 17:30

